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origins of cribbage cribbage corner - origins of cribbage cribbage has been around since the 1600s poet sir john suckling of england first popularised it and described the rules of cribbage in roughly, origins of the american civil war wikipedia - historians debating the origins of the american civil war focus on the reasons why seven southern states declared their secession from the united states why they, 10 origins of sports balls listverse - 10 baseball the baseball owes its origins to the efforts of a variety of enterprising individuals including shoemakers or cloggers who made the balls, bbc future the vibrator from medical tool to - many of us have heard it before in the 19th century doctors first used vibrators to treat women for hysteria a now defunct medical term that, index of previous columns the word detective - a reader pointed out back in january 1997 that it would be nice to have an index to the columns arranged by the date on which they were originally posted, gilded definition of gilded at dictionary com - gilded definition covered or highlighted with gold or something of a golden color see more, origin of the domestic dog wikipedia - the origin of the domestic dog includes the dog's evolutionary divergence from the wolf its domestication and its development into dog types and dog breeds, the colorful origin stories of gringo word routes - thinkmap visual thesaurus word routes for the slate podcast lexicon valley i delve into the many stories surrounding the origins of the word gringo an epithet, ostensible definition of ostensible in english by oxford - apparent seeming outward surface superficial professed supposed avowed presumed so called alleged declared claimed purported pretended feigned specious, autistic definition of autistic at dictionary com - autistic definition a pervasive developmental disorder of children characterized by impaired communication excessive rigidity and emotional detachment now, should christians embrace nationalism a question of - should christians embrace america first nationalism shouldn't we be more globally minded doesn't the great commission require us to be globalists, is a person who is intersex a hermaphrodite intersex - no the mythological term hermaphrodite implies that a person is both fully male and fully female this is a physiologic impossibility the words, the grammaphobia blog good on ya mate - q where does the phrase good on you or the aussie version good on ya come from i've used the aussie rendition myself instead of kudos, the grammaphobia blog is monthslong a word - q is monthslong a new word or did the editors at npr slip up a recent story referred to a monthslong campaign of racist bullying a yes, fact check eileen davidson was a man snopes com - what about the rumour about the woman who currently plays ashley abbott on the young the restless a few years back people were saying that she was once, reader ad 1980 pontiac trans am barnfinds com - finding the actual bandit trans am that burt reynolds drove in smokey and the bandit would be incredible heck even finding one of the cars from the later movies, cracked com america's only humor site cracked com - a funny website filled with funny videos pics articles and a whole bunch of other funny stuff cracked com celebrating 50 years of humor, statement dictionary definition vocabulary com - a statement is a sentence that says something is true like pizza is delicious there are other kinds of statements in the worlds of the law banking and government, heaven dweller s hd home page - the pursuit of god a w tozer do you believe welcome to the heaven dweller s home page a source of, why the war was not about slavery abbeville institute - conventional wisdom of the moment tells us that the great war of 1861 1865 was about slavery or was caused by slavery i submit that this is not a